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• By the mid part of the 20th Century, anthropologist began 
to seriously question the reality of such entities

• The presence of individuals who did not fit the “type” 
challenged these racial classifications.

• There is NO SUCH THING as a “pure” race type

The Meaning of Race
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The Meaning of Race

• In biology, subspecies are widely know to be 
arbitrary
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Cline

Human skin tones tend to vary continuously except 
where people have been relocated by cultural 

phenomena...

...it is precisely these places where concepts of race 
developed.
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...it is precisely these places where concepts of race developed.
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§ Human genome doesn’t actually look like divergent lines
slidewords* Human genome doesn’t actually look like divergent lines
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Mitochondrial DNA 
vs. 

Y-chromosome DNA

Haplotype = haploid genotype 

HAPLOGROUPS
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§ Mitochondrial DNA 
vs. 
Y-chromosome DNA
Haplotype = haploid genotype

HAPLOGROUPS
slidewords*A haplotype is the genetic constitution of an individual chromosome. Haplotype may refer to only one locus or to an entire genome. In the case of diploid organisms such as humans, a genome-wide 
haplotype comprises one member of the pair of alleles for each locus (that is, half of a diploid genome). An organism's haplotype is studied using a genealogical DNA test. The term haplotype is a contraction of 
"haploid genotype".
In a second meaning, haplotype is a set of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on a single chromatid that are statistically associated. It is thought that these associations, and the identification of a few alleles of a haplotype block, 
can unambiguously identify all other polymorphic sites in its region. Such information is very valuable for investigating the genetics behind common diseases and is collected by the International HapMap Project.
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In most ways, the actual genetics of people do not 
correspond with our ideas of racial “types”
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Barriers to gene flow
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• Racism is everywhere

• It exist to some degree in EVERY human 
society.

• Behavioral characteristics often attributed to 
race can be easily explained with culture rather 
than biology. 
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slidewords*Racial discrimination may be easier to eradicate than was previously thought
IN THE bad old days of 19th-century eugenics, scientists who had supped at the table of social Darwinism would construct evolutionary trees that had twigs within the species Homo sapiens. Each twig was 
a racial group. The top twig was, of course, the white Caucasian one—since the scientists who did this work were themselves white Caucasians.

Modern genetics has shown the error of their ways. Systematic genetic differences between people from different parts of the world, though they exist, are small compared with variations between people 
from the same place. The visible differences, such as skin colour, are the result of a mere handful of genes. Under the skin, humanity is remarkably homogenous.

Racism, however, is ubiquitous. It is not only white Caucasians (whatever that term means, in the context of current knowledge) who are guilty of it. That has led to another biological hypothesis, that 
people are somehow “programmed” to recognise race and be racist.

Robert Kurzban, John Tooby and Leda Cosmides, three evolutionary psychologists who work at the University of California, Santa Barbara, find this hypothesis unlikely. And this week they have published a 
paper in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences that supports an alternative hypothesis.

That hypothesis is that racism is actually an unfortunate by-product of another phenomenon—a tendency to assign people to “coalition groups”, and to use whatever cues are available, be they clothing, 
accent or skin colour, to slot individuals into such groups (or “stereotype” them, as modern usage might term it). The good news is that experiments done by the researchers suggest that such stereotypes 
are easily dissolved and replaced with others. Racism, in other words, can be eliminated.

You want to be in my gang?
For many years, psychologists have believed (and have found data to support) the idea that, when somebody encounters a stranger, the stranger's characteristics are slotted into three pigeon-holes: sex, 
age and race. These pigeon-holes are assumed to be long-established, biologically programmed mental faculties.

The sexes and ages of other people are social contexts in which decisions have to be made all the time, so the idea of evolved pigeon-holes to deal with these categories makes sense. The reason for 
scepticism about the third category is that, for most of their evolutionary history, human beings would never have been exposed to individuals of other races. It is therefore hard to see how a specifically 
racial pigeon-holing system could have arisen.

On the other hand, there was probably good reason to want to be able to place a stranger within the system of tribal groups, coalitions and alliances that early man would have had to deal with among his 
neighbours. To the extent that the individuals in those groups had things in common, those things might mark an unknown individual as a group member.



Ingroup preference and outgroup indifference or 
hostility is a Human Universal

Much of the way that humans identify their ingroup is 
based on visual cues
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Much of the way that humans identify their ingroup is based on visual cues



Coalitions  
and survival
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Human Universal

Ingroup preference and outgroup indifference or hostility
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How deep is it buried in our psyche?

Racism!
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Many empirical studies 
suggest that race, like 

sex, is automatically and 
inevitably encoded.
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But this doesn’t make 
evolutionary sense

How often would our ancestors have come across 
individuals of different races in the Pleistocene?
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How often would our ancestors have come across individuals of different races in the Pleistocene?



Might our seemingly automatic 
encoding of race actually be a by-

product of psychological 
mechanisms that evolved for a 

different purpose?91

§rockers vs. mods
slidewords* Might our seemingly automatic encoding of race actually be a by-product of psychological mechanisms that evolved for a different purpose?



Hypothesis based on 
evolutionary reasoning

1. Race unlikely to have been a factor in Pleistocene, but other cues 
- many visual - might have: dress, manners, posture, family 

resemblance, hair

2. Visual stimuli not the only thing involved coalition encoding.

3. Arbitrary cues other than race should have the capacity to be 
endowed with the same properties

4. The strength of race encoding will go down if race is not a valid 
cue to coalition affiliation

5. Sex will be encoded far more strongly than race
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1. Race unlikely to have been a factor in Pleistocene, but other cues - many visual - might have: dress, manners, posture, family resemblance, hair

2. Visual stimuli not the only thing involved coalition encoding.

3. Arbitrary cues other than race should have the capacity to be endowed with the same properties

4. The strength of race encoding will go down if race is not a valid cue to coalition affiliation

5. Sex will be encoded far more strongly than race



No other visual cues: Race highly encoded
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No other visual cues: Sex highly encoded
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Visual cues to coalition: Race NOT heavily encoded
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Visual cues to coalition: Sex STILL heavily encoded
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In this case, an 
evolutionary approach 
led people to question 

what many take for 
granted
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Many researchers believe that racism is the 
unfortunate biproduct of humans being so visually-

oriented in recognizing  group affiliations.
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Are humans still 
evolving?

Lactose intolerance / lactase production

Alcohol intolerance (ADH: alcohol 
dehydrogenase)

Malaria/sickle=cell anemia

Disease resistance
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Alcohol intolerance (ADH: alcohol dehydrogenase)
Malaria/sickle=cell anemia
Disease resistance



• Alleles associated with skin de-pigmentation in native 
Eurasian populations

• Genes for bone remodeling.

• Genes for carbohydrate metabolism: milk and 
agriculture products.

• Genes for disease resistance.

Alcohol intolerance (ADH: alcohol dehydrogenase)

Malaria/sickle=cell anemia

Most recent positive selection in some Homo sapiens
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Genes for bone remodeling.
Genes for carbohydrate metabolism: milk and agriculture products.
Genes for disease resistance.
Most recent positive selection in some Homo sapiens


